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1 Introdu tion
The resear h into image databases and image indexing and retrieval has led to the reation of a
number of useful tools for similarity retrieval for images [5, 9, 10℄. Appli ation of these tools to video
is possible, but the prin iples embodied in the tools do not yield a useful query system. Previous work
on video indexing and retrieval [21, 24, 16, 25, 11, 7, 22, 4℄ has most ommonly relied largely on one
aspe t of video, be it vision or sound, and has been restri ted to low-level pro essing. The results of
this pro essing an then be used for lassi ation, with the goal of dete ting some form of stru ture
within video. This allows summary of video, thus permitting a restri tion of the segments needed
for browsing. Other work uses losed aptions from news programs to perform natural language
understanding for semanti annotation [3, 12℄. The used of losed aptions limits the appli ability of
this work, as few programs are produ ed with this additional information.
In this paper we des ribe a olle tion of tools and their appli ation to dete tion of stru ture in
a news broad ast. In parti ular, these tools are used to break the broad ast into segments, ea h of
whi h orresponds to a single topi of dis ussion. These segments are lassi ed further by labelling
ea h individual shot as one of
 an hor person or reporter,
 footage with a voi e over,
 sound bite,
whi h gives a lear indi ation of stru ture within the video.
This work di ers from earlier work in that it employs not only low-level pro essing, but ombines
results from various modes of pro essing, along with initial dedu tions about stru ture within video,
to apply higher level pro essing in a dire ted manner. This allows an iterative approa h to be used,
with alternating pro essing and dedu tion employing progressively more omplex omputation as the
interpretations be ome more nely fo used. Domain knowledge allows the dire tion of pro essing onto
portions of the data set most likely to provide rewarding results. This approa h makes good use of
resour es by using domain knowledge and simple initial pro essing to arefully hose video segments
for more detailed pro essing. The aim of this work is to allow automated annotation of video, whi h
will allow intelligent onstru tion of summaries for large video databases. The parti ular target area
is news broad ast and footage, su h as that kept by major news ompanies. The annotation reated
will break the video into segments of homogeneous topi , and further label shots as an hor or footage.
A typi al summary might then be reated by providing a thumbnail of ea h an hor person or reporter
present in a se tion of video. Given the large volume of video data retained for su h appli ations, and
the volume aptured at ea h moment, this ould result in a large redu tion in unprodu tive human
time.
A similar pie e of work has been attempted by Huang et al [8℄, however, this work assumes that
the set of speakers is known and a suitable training orpus of vo al samples exists. Use is also made
of losed aption text for semanti unit extra tion. These spe ialisations, in addition to the stri t
assumptions made as to the shot syntax of the individual storys makes this work inappli able to the
majority of video streams.
2 Visual pro essing
There are a number of tools that are ommonly employed in the analysis of video streams. These tools
are most often employed to assess similarity of images from the video stream in a suitable attribute
spa e. The similarity measures within the video stream an then be used to dete t shots that are
related by image similarity [26, 24℄. In this paper we present a novel approa h that uses similarity
within the video stream, along with domain knowledge of shot syntax, to dedu e narrative stru ture
within a news video stream.
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Figure 1: Shot syntax of interviews
The term shot syntax was oined by Bolle et al [2℄ and des ribes the regular stru ture of amera
parameters employed to apture a parti ular type of semanti ontent. Perhaps the learest example
of a regular shot syntax is seen in interviews. Within an interview segment it is generally the ase
that the initial shot will be an introdu tion by the interviewer. This shot will be followed by either a
shot of the interviewer and the interviewee, or a shot of the interviewee alone. Subsequent shots will
be of either;
 the interviewer,
 the interviewee,
 a mid{range shot of the two people involved,
 ba kground footage.
The stru ture tends to alternate between one shot of the interviewer, and one or more shots of
another type. This stru ture is indi ated in the diagram of Figure 1, where the solid lines indi ate
required omponents, and the broken lines represent optional paths through the syntax. This repetitive
stru ture is generally adopted for interviews as it has been proven the most e e tive method of
produ ing this type of video ontent.
The presen e of su h repeated stru ture within a video stream makes dete tion of repetition in
shot settings a useful step in the grouping of shots into meaningful segments. The regular stru ture
displayed in Figure 1 makes it useful to sear h for repetitions of an hor or reporter segments. The
term an hor shot will be used here to refer to a shot of a single person that is repeated at both ends
of a segment and within a segment. This may be a shot of an a tual an hor person, or a shot of a
reporter who is the presenter for a parti ular story.
The sear h for an hor shots within a video stream is fa ilitated by the fa t that the purpose of
su h shots is to provide ontinuity to a narrative. In order to a hieve this, an hor shots are usually
aptured with as onsistent a ba kground and amera parameters as possible. This presents a linking
shot to the viewer before rossing to a separate lo ation, footage or an interview shot. Thus the
purpose for whi h an hor shots are intended makes the task of dete ting them simpler as it ensures a
onsistent visual setting.
2.1

Dete tion of visual similarity

The initial approa h for dete tion of an hor shots used olour oheren e ve tors (CCVs) [14℄ to dete t
similarity between frames sampled from a video stream. This similarity measure was then used to
group sampled frames into repeated shots and other shots. A set of shots whi h exhibit visual similarity
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(a) Frame 111

(b) Frame 112

( ) Frame 113

(d) Frame 114

(e) Frame 115

Figure 2: Poor CCV performan e

111 112 113 114
112 5886
113 25759 25559
114 7839 4681 25544
115 4326 7570 25721 8303
Table 1: Similarity table for frames 111{115 using CCV
111 112 113 114
112 71112
113 71410 5374
114 70844 8220 5454
115 71430 16644 14718 15260
Table 2: Similarity table for frames 111{115 using spatial histogram
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are said to belong to the same visual similarity group. However, when CCVs where applied to this
task it was found that there are a number of s enarios that o ur frequently in news and interview
video for whi h CCVs do not perform well.
The prime example of this is shots of a single fa e, usually an interviewee, in whi h the fa e
rotates slightly. In this ase a slight rotation of the fa e an ause a large hange in olour oheren e
properties. The video frames in Figure 2 and the similarity values in Table 1 illustrate this problem.
Figure 2 presents ve frames from a se tion of a CNN news program, depi ting a wide shot of the
studio and an hors (Figure 2(a), frame 111), and four frames of a single person talking (Figures 2(b),
2( ), 2(d) and 2(e), frames 112 to 115). Table 1 shows the similarity values omputed for frames 111
to 115 using CCVs. The best threshold determined for this video is 10000, whi h performs well for
the majority of the video. When this threshold is applied in this ase frames 111, 113, 114 and 115 are
grouped together, with frame 112 lassed as di erent. The desired results is for frames 112 to 115 to
be grouped as similar with 111 pla ed in a separate group. In fa t the similarity values returned for
frame 112 ompared to frames 113{115 are extremely high, even thought the hange is per eptually
small. The similarity value for frame 111 ompared to frames 113{115 is also signi antly less than a
reasonable threshold value for the majority of the video.
Due to this diÆ ulty a di erent measure for similarity was employed, in whi h ea h frame is
broken into 12 subframes and a olour histogram is omputed for ea h. Ea h frame is partitioned
into four parts along the horizontal axis and three along the verti al axis. For two frames f and f ,
the histogram di eren e Æ is al ulated between ea h pair of orresponding subframes. The sum of
the subframe di eren es is used as the nal distan e measure  between frames f and f . This is
expressed in equation 1.
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Table 2 shows the similarity values omputed for the frames in Figure 2. In this table there is a lear
separation between the similarity values for frame 111 to 112{115, and the values for pairs of frames
from 112{115. The threshold used for this measure is 30000, whi h shows a signi ant separation from
both the sets of similarity values. The separation between similar and dissimilar frames is onsiderably
more pronoun ed for the histogram measure than for the CCV measure. The similarity values for
frames 112{115 re e t the visible di eren es, su h as frame 115 having a larger similarity value due
to the introdu tion of a aption in the lower part of the frame. The perturbation to the similarity
measure due to su h fa tors is however mu h less than that from the di erent shot.
Modi ation of the CCV algorithm to use a similar partitioned approa h was attempted, but
proves to be unworkable. The CCV algorithm uses a threshold for obje t size to determine oheren e.
If the image is partitioned, then one of two approa hes must be used, either
1. the threshold is redu ed, or
2. retain the threshold.
There are problems with both possibilities. If the threshold is redu ed then the measure is hanged
dramati ally. Redu tion in the size of obje t whi h is required for a oherent obje t alters the similarity
measure greatly, lassifying images with mu h smaller regions of olour as having a high degree of
oheren e. This redu es the dis rimination possible with the CCV algorithm. If the threshold is not
altered, then obje ts whi h appear a ross the boundary of a partition will be divided and may be
lassi ed as in oherent. On e again this alters the measure in a way that greatly redu es its utility. In
both ases the measure is no longer onsistent, and an be ome ill onditioned with small hanges to
an image, su h as an obje t rossing a partition boundary. The experiments with these two modi ed
CCV approa hes showed them to be poor measures of image similarity.
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Separation of an hor and repeated shots

There are other shots besides an hor shots whi h will be repeated during a broad ast, su h as the
logo of the news station, adverts whi h are repeated and footage used as a preview for stories in
later programs. In order to aid in distinguishing between an hor shots and other repeated shots, fa e
dete tion is performed on all repeated shots. This is the initial example of dire ted appli ation of
higher level pro essing. Fa e dete tion is only reliable in onstrained appli ations, so a number of
properties of an hor shots are used to simplify the problem. The following properties exhibited by
an hor shots make fa e dete tion more reliable:
 the fa e is turned dire tly towards the amera,
 the fa e dominates the shot.
Fa e dete tion applied to di erentiate between an hor shots and other repeated shots an therefore
be restri ted to sear hing for large fa es. The majority of artifa ts the are often dete ted as fa es are
small relative to the frame size and may be eliminated on size alone. Limiting the sear h to only those
fa es whi h are dire tly addressing the amera further redu es the error rate.
Shots that display repetition properties whi h mat h the shot syntax of an an hor shot, and have
a onsistently visible fa e are determined to be an hor shots. Assuming temporal onsisten y we an
further redu e the error rate from fa e re ognition by dis arding fa es that move rapidly or errati ally.
This is parti ularly useful for dis arding footage of a person delivering a spee h, su h as politi ians
or other publi gures, and also for dis arding advertising. Temporal onsisten y is also applied to
the olour histogram measure by using the average histogram for ea h similarity group to represent
its attribute set. This limits the spread of a single group by preventing a sequen e of frames, ea h
of whi h has a small histogram di eren e from the previous frame, remaining part of the group even
though the umulative histogram di eren e diverges from existing members of the similarity group.
These two initial pro essing steps of shot similarity dete tion and fa e dete tions provide information whi h is ombined with knowledge of shot syntax to make initial dedu tions about the narrative
stru ture of a video. Ea h shot is assigned a preliminary label, either as an an hor shot, or a non{
an hor shot.
3 Aural pro essing
One approa h to further re ning the annotation of shots within a video stream, is to examine the audio
stream asso iated with the video. The major impediment to pro essing sound from news video is the
diÆ ulty of ensuring lean audio samples. Modern voi e re ognition systems produ e good results in
an environment where vo al samples are well separated, ba kground noise is kept to a minimum and
an extensive set of training samples is available. However, that is not the ase for this appli ation. In
addition to problems of separation and noise, there will be numerous unseen samples whi h we will
wish to lassify.
In general this se tion dis usses the separation of an audio stream into samples whi h ontain only
one voi e, and the lassi ation of these samples. Separation of non{vo al se tions of the audio stream
into homogeneous samples is also desirable, however, the main fo us here is on vo al similarity. The
goal is to segment an audio stream into a set of lean samples, ea h of whi h ontains only one voi e,
or ontains a sample of non{vo al sound. Non{vo al samples will generally be dis arded if they an
be reliably separated from vo al samples.
There are two major aspe ts to the problem of separating an audio stream into lean or homogeneous samples. The rst problem is to dete t points at whi h the speaker hanges. This is most
ommonly performed using silen e as an indi ator for segmentation points. In some appli ations, su h
as air traÆ ontrol dialogues [19℄, this performs well. However, in news video silen e is not as e e tive
at indi ating hanges in speaker or other sound hanges. The se ond diÆ ulty to aural segmentation
is the dete tion of silen e itself. Just as there are problems for indi ation of segmentation points by
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silen e, there are also hara teristi s of news broad ast that make dete tion of silen e more diÆ ult
than it is in some other areas.
There are in fa t a number of behaviours presented by an hor people that are used to maintain
the narrative ow, whi h prevent a urate segmentation of sound samples. An hor people often begin
speaking before the audio from a pie e of ba kground footage has stopped, whi h aids narrative ow
but makes it impossible to separate a voi e in the footage from the an hor persons voi e based on
silen e. Footage or advertisements following an an hor shot will usually fade in while the an hor
person is still talking, on e again leaving no lear silen e between samples. In addition, the an hor
person will generally start speaking before a ut from one shot to another, or will start speaking just
after a ut, with sound from the previous sample ontinuing slightly past the ut. Due to this, most
audio samples will ontain more than one voi e, regardless of the segmentation algorithm employed.
An additional aspe t of this problem is that mu h of the audio tra k will ontain noise as well as
voi e or other sounds of interest. Sound from news footage aptured often ontains noise of various
forms, su h as rowd noise in the ba kground for eld reports. This makes it diÆ ult to re ognise
repetitions of a single voi e, as variations in the asso iated noise an a e t the attributes used for a
similarity measure. This leads to a further onsideration, whi h is that the length of audio sample
must be long enough to allow stable statisti al properties for the attributes hosen for a measure.
Work by Gish, Sui and Rohli ek [6℄ has suggested that four se onds is a suitable minimum sample
length for attributes of vo al samples to exhibit onsisten y, and this sample length is employed in
this work.
There are three methods examined for segmentation of the sound tra k of a news video into four
se ond samples. The basi method simply uts the video every four se onds, starting from the initial
frame ( xed interval method). The two other methods presented attempt intelligent segmentation
based on dete tion of likely breaks in the narrative.
The simplest intelligent method uses uts in the video to indi ate likely breaks in sound. A ut
is a point in the video where the vision hanges from one amera shot to another. Cuts an be
dete ted rapidly and reliably by a number of methods [13, 1℄, and would be expe ted to o ur in the
neighbourhood of hanges in sound in many ases. As des ribed earlier, this method frequently leads
to a sample ontaining predominantly one voi e, but also short segments of other voi es whi h ross
the uts slightly. This is parti ularly true for interview or panel dis ussion formats, as the amera
hanges are often a rea tion to a new speaker, rather than a s ripted, and therefore known movement.
An advantage of the ut method is that most ommer ials, whi h tend to have numerous very short
shots, are ex luded from lassi ation.
The other intelligent method uses silen e as an indi ator for segmentation points. Dete tion of
silen e in news video is in itself problemati , as the level of energy whi h is de ned as silen e must be
adaptive. Some earlier work assumes a sample of ba kground noise will be present at the start of ea h
lip, or that a onsistent model of ba kground noise will suÆ e [16, 22, 23℄. This is unfortunately not
always the ase and ba kground noise is often in onsistent within a single video stream. An example
in news video is that ba kground noise will di er between an an hor shot aptured in a studio and a
reporter aptured on lo ation in a rowded ity s ene. This is markedly di erent from environment
su h as telephone onversation [20℄ or air traÆ ontrol dialogues [19℄, with simple noise o urring
when the speaker hanges and during the speaker samples. Siu, Yu and Gish [19℄ note that due to su h
fa tors, in many appli ations a simple xed length segmentation of audio will often give performan e
similar to silen e dete tion.
3.1

Silen e dete tion for aural segmentation

The algorithm used for silen e dete tion in this paper attempts to separate vo al, from non{vo al
sound in a low ost manner. The term silen e in this se tion will refer to vo al silen e, that is
a se tion of the audio stream with no dominant vo al portion. The method employed is to dete t
se tions of the audio stream whi h have dominant peaks in the spe trogram in the vo al region. Spee h
is largely restri ted to the range of 100 Hz to 4500 Hz, and within this range the energy is often quite

